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In this article, the novel (G0/G)-expansion method is used to construct exact travelling wave
solutions of the coupled nonlinear evolution equation. This technique is uncomplicated
and simple to use, and gives more new general solutions than the other existing methods.
Also, it is shown that the novel (G0/G)-expansion method, with the help of symbolic
computation, provides a straightforward and vital mathematical tool for solving nonlinear
evolution equations. For illustrating its effectiveness, we apply the novel (G0/G)-expansion
method for finding the exact solutions of the (2 þ 1)-dimensional coupled integrable
nonlinear Maccari system.
Copyright 2015, Mansoura University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The investigation of exact travelling wave solutions to
nonlinear evolution equation plays an important role in the
study of nonlinear physical phenomena for various fields of(M.G. Hafez).
ra University.
sity. Production and hosti
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).science and engineering, especially in mathematical physics,
plasma physics, fluid dynamics, quantum field theory,
biophysics, chemical kinematics, geochemistry, propagation
of shallow water waves, high-energy physics and so on. The
analytical solutions of such equations are of fundamentalng by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-
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described by nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs). Many
powerful and direct methods have been developed to find
explicit solutions to the NLEEs, such as, wave of translation [1],
the inverse scattering transform [2], the Hirota's bilinear
method [3], the Darboux transformation method [4], the
Backlund transformation method [5], the tanhmethod [6], the
tanh-sech method [7], the symmetry method [8], the Painleve
expansion method [9], the Exp-function method [10e14], the
Adomian decomposition method [15], the homogeneous bal-
ance [16] and so on to construct exact solution of NLEEs.
Lately, Wang et al. [17] introduced an expansion technique
called the (G0/G)-expansionmethod, and they verified that it is
a simple technique look for analytic solutions of NLEEs. In
order to show the efficiency of the (G0/G)-expansion method
and to extend the range of its applicability, further research
has been carried out by several researchers, such as, Zhang
et al. [18] proposed a generalization of the (G0/G)-expansion
method for solving the evolution equations with variable co-
efficients. Zhang et al. [19] also presented an improved (G0/G)-
expansion method to seek general traveling wave solutions.
Zayed [20] obtainable a new approach of the (G0/G)-expansion
method where G(x) satisfies the Jacobi elliptical equation
½G0ðxÞ2 ¼ e2G4ðxÞ þ e1G2ðxÞ þ e0. Zayed [21] again proposed an
alternative approach of this method in which G(x) satisfies the
Riccati equation G
0
(x)¼AþBG2(x), where A and B are arbitrary
constants. Akbar et al. [22] proposed a generalized and
improved (G0/G)-expansion method which give more new so-
lutions than the improved (G0/G)-expansion method [19].
Recently, Alam et al. [23] further improved the (G0/G)-expan-
sion method known as novel (G0/G)-expansion method. They
have solved only single NLEEs using this method.
The nonlinear Maccari system is an important mathe-
matical model in physics. Currently, Lee et al. [24], Hafez et al.
[25], and Manafian et al. [26,27] have solved the Maccari sys-
tem using the Kudryashov method, the expððFðxÞÞÞ
-expansion method and the Exp-function method respec-
tively. Therefore, the aim of this article is to investigate new
exact travelling wave solutions to the Maccari system by use
of the novel (G0/G)-expansion method, which is more effective
than others methods.2. Description of the novel (G′/G)-expansion
method
Let us consider the nonlinear evolution equation
P

u; ut; ux; uy; uxx; uyy; utt; utx;…

; (1)
where P is a polynomial in u(x,y,t) and its partial derivatives
wherein the highest order partial derivatives and the
nonlinear terms are concerned. The most important steps of
the method are as follows:
Step 1: Combine the real variables x,y and t by a complex
variable x, we suppose that
uðx; y; tÞ ¼ uðxÞ; x ¼ xþ y±ct; (2)where c denotes the speed of the traveling wave. By use of Eq.








 ¼ 0; (3)
where,Q is a function of u(x) and its derivatives wherein prime
stands for derivative with respect to x.







jðxÞ ¼ ðdþ FðxÞÞ (5)
and FðxÞ ¼ G0ðxÞGðxÞ .
Here aN or aN may be zero, but both of them could not be
zero simultaneously. aj (j¼0,±1,±2,/,±N) and d are constants
to be determined later, and G¼G(x) satisfies the second order
nonlinear ODE:
GG
00 ¼ lGG0 þ mG2 þ nðG0Þ2 (6)
where prime denotes the derivative with respect x; l, m, and n
are real parameters.
The Cole-Hopf transformation FðxÞ ¼ lnðGðxÞÞx ¼ G
0 ðxÞ
GðxÞ
reduces the Eq. (6) into Riccati equation:
F0ðxÞ ¼ mþ lFðxÞ þ ðn 1ÞF2ðxÞ (7)
Eq. (7) has individual twenty five solutions (see Zhu [28] for
details).
Step 3: The value of the positive integer N can be deter-
mined by balancing the highest order linear termswith the
nonlinear terms of the highest order come out in Eq. (3). If
the degree of u(x) is D[u(x)]¼n, then the degree of the other













¼ npþ sðnþ qÞ:
Step 4: Substitute Eq. (4) including Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq.









(j¼0, 1, 2,/,N). Collect each coefficient of the resulted
polynomials to zero, yields an over-determined set of
algebraic equations for aj (j¼0,±1,±2,/,±N), d and V.
Step 5: Suppose the value of the constants can be ob-
tained by solving the algebraic equations obtained in Step
4. Substituting the values of the constants together with
the solutions of Eq. (6), we will obtain new and compre-
hensive exact traveling wave solutions of the nonlinear
evolution Eq. (1).
Discussion 1: It is noteworthy to examine that if we replace
l byl and m bym and put n¼0 in Eq. (6), then the novel (G0/G)-
expansionmethod coincidewith Akbar et al.'s [19] generalized
e g y p t i a n j o u rn a l o f b a s i c a n d a p p l i e d s c i e n c e s 2 ( 2 0 1 5 ) 2 0 6e2 2 0208and improved (G0/G)-expansion method. If we put d¼0 in Eq.
(5) and n¼0 in Eq. (6), this method is identical to the improved
(G0/G)-expansionmethod presented by Zhang et al. [19]. Again
if we put d¼0, n¼0 and negative the exponents of (G0/G) are
zero in Eq. (4), then this method turn out into the basic(G0/G)-
expansion method introduced by Wang et al. [17]. Finally, if
we put n¼0 in Eq. (6) and aj (j¼1, 2, 3,/,N) are functions of x , y
and t instead of constants then the this method is trans-
formed into the generalized the (G0/G)-expansion method
developed by Zhang et al. [18]. Therefore we observe that the
methods mentions in the refs. [17,19,22,29,30] are only special
cases of the novel (G0/G)-expansion method.3. New exact travelling wave solutions of the
(2 þ 1)-dimensional Maccari system
Let us consider the (2 þ 1)-dimensional coupled integrable
nonlinear system in the following form8>><
>>:
a1 ¼ a1; a0 ¼  ð2yd l 2dÞa1
2ðm ldþ nd2  d2; a1 ¼ 0; p ¼ p; q ¼ q; d ¼ d; r ¼ 2mn l
2
2
þ p2  2m;
c ¼ 
 4md2 þ 2y2d4  4yd4 þ 2l2d2 þ 2m2  4ld3nþ 4mnd2 þ 4ld3  4mldþ 2d4  a21
2

m ldþ nd2  d22
9>>=
>>;
(14)iut þ uxx þ uv ¼ 0









a1 ¼ a1; a0 ¼ 0;a1 ¼ 0; p ¼ p; q ¼ q; d ¼ l2ðn 1Þ; r ¼ 2mn
l2
2
þ p2  2m;
c ¼ 

l4 þ 8l2m 8l2mn 8y2a21  8a21 þ 16a21yþ 16m2n2 þ 16m2  32m2n


l4 þ 8l2m 8l2mnþ 16m2n2 þ 16m2  32m2n
9>>=
>>;
(15)If we apply the following transformation
uðx; y; tÞ ¼ eiuUðxÞ; vðx; y; tÞ ¼ VðxÞ; (9)
where u¼pxþqyþrt and x¼xþyþct , the Maccari system in (8)
can be reduced to a system of ODE form as follows:
U
00  rþ p2Uþ UV ¼ 0




Integrating the second equation in (10) and neglecting the
constant of integration we find
V ¼  1ðcþ 1ÞU
2 (11)
Substituting (11) into the first equation of system in Eq. (10),
we obtain
ðcþ 1ÞU00  ðcþ 1Þr p2U U3 ¼ 0; (12)where primes denotes the differentiation with regard to x.
Inserting (4) and (6) and considering the homogeneous bal-
ance between U
00
and U3 in Eq. (12), we obtain 3N¼Nþ2. i. e.
N¼1. Therefore, we have,
UðxÞ ¼ a1ðjðxÞÞ1 þ a0 þ a1ðjðxÞÞ: (13)
Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), the left hand side is









, (j¼0, 1, 2,/,N). Equating the coefficients of
similar power of these polynomials to zero, we obtain a sys-
tem of algebraic equations for a1, a0, a1, d, p, q, r and c. Solving
the obtaining system of algebraic equations by use of the
symbolic computation software, such as Maple 13, we obtain
Set 1:Set 2:Set 3:








































By substituting Eqs. 14e18 to the Eq. (13), we get
U1ðxÞ ¼ a1

ðdþ ðG0=GÞÞ1  ð2yd l 2dÞ













 ð2nd l 2dÞ


































2ðn 1Þ þ ðG
0=GÞ



























































































































































þ BTherefore, with the help of Eqs. (9), (11) and (19), the trav-
elling wave solution of the Maccari system is given by
u1ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ 
n
ðdþ ðG0=GÞÞ1  k
o





ðdþ ðG0=GÞÞ1  k
o2 (24)
where,
x ¼ xþ y ð4md2þ2y2d44yd4þ2l2d2þ2m24ld3nþ4mnd2þ4ld34mldþ2d4a21
2ðmldþnd2d2Þ2 t,
k ¼ ð2ydl2dÞ2ðmldþnd2d2Þ, r ¼ 2mn l
2
2 þ p2  2m and a1,m,n,l,d,p and q are
arbitrary constants.
By substituting the value of (G0/G) into Eq. (24),weobtain the































































































































































































where, A and B are real non-zero constants.
















































































































































































































































































when U¼l24m nþ4m<0 and l (n1)s0 (orm (n1)s0), we get that
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A sin
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A sin
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A sin















ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃU ðA2  B2Þp þA ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃUp cos ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃUp x
A sin







where, A and B are constants such thatA2B2>0.




d 2 m cos











d 2 m cos











dþ 2 m sin











dþ 2 m sin











d 2 m cos











d 2 m cos











dþ 2 m sin











dþ 2 m sin
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when m¼0 and l (n1)s0, we get that
u123 ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ
(












u124 ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ
(












when (n1)s0 and l¼m¼0, we get that
u125 ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ
(












Again, by use of (20) and the solutions G(x) of Eq. (6), the travelling wave solutions of the Maccari system are obtained in the
following form:
u2ðxÞ ¼ a1 expfiðpxþ qyþ rtÞg 

l
2ðn 1Þ þ ðG
0=GÞ
1






2ðn 1Þ þ ðG
0=GÞ
2
where, x ¼ xþ y ðl
4 þ 8l2m 8l2mn 8y2a21  8a21 þ 16a21yþ 16m2n2 þ 16m2  32m2nÞ
ðl4 þ 8l2m 8l2mnþ 16m2n2 þ 16m2  32m2nÞ t,
r ¼ 2mn l22 þ p2  2m and a1,m,n,l,p and q are arbitrary constants.
when U¼l24m nþ4m>0 and l (n1)s0 (orm (n1)s0),




















































































Other families are ignored for convenience.when U¼l24m nþ4m<0 and l (n1)s0 (or m (n1)s0),




















































































Other families are ignored for convenience.
when m¼0 and l (n1)s0,
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ðn 1Þ fkþ coshðl xÞ  sinhðl xÞg
1







ðn 1Þ fkþ coshðl xÞ  sinhðl xÞg
2 (54)
Other families are ignored for convenience.
Again, by use of (21) and the solutions G(x) of Eq. (6), the travelling wave solutions of the Maccari system are obtained in the
following form:
u3ðxÞ ¼ a1 expfiðpxþ qyþ rtÞg  fk1 þ ðdþ ðG0=GÞÞg
v3ðxÞ ¼  a
2
1
ðcþ 1Þ  fk1 þ ðdþ ðG
0=GÞÞg2
where, x ¼ xþ yþ a212þ4y2n22ðn2þ12nÞ t, k1¼(2ndl2d)/2(n1), r¼2mnl2/2þp22m and a1,m,n, l,p and q are arbitrary constants.when
U¼l24m nþ4m>0 and l (n1)s0 (or m (n1)s0),












































Other families are ignored for convenience.when U¼l24m nþ4m<0 and l (n1)s0 (or m (n1)s0),












































Other families are ignored for convenience.when m¼0 and l (n1)s0,




d l kðn 1Þ fkþ coshðl xÞ  sinhðl xÞg








d l kðn 1Þ fkþ coshðl xÞ  sinhðl xÞg

2 (57)
Other families are ignored for convenience.when (n1)s0 and l¼m¼0,




d 1ðn 1Þ xþ c1








d 1ðn 1Þ xþ c1

2 (58)
Again, by use of (22) and the solutions G(x) of Eq. (6), the travelling wave solutions of the Maccari system are obtained in the
following form:
u4ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ 
(










2ðn 1Þ þ ðG
0=GÞ
)















2ðn 1Þ þ ðG
0=GÞ
)2
where, x ¼ xþ yþ a212þ4y2n2
2ðn2þ12nÞ t, r¼4mþp2þl24mn and a1,m,n, l,p and q are arbitrary constants.
when U¼l24m nþ4m>0 and l (n1)s0 (or m (n1)s0),
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u4 1 ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ
(

























































































Other families are ignored for convenience.
when U¼l24m nþ4m<0 and l (n1)s0 (or m (n1)s0),
u4 12 ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ
(

























































































Other families are ignored for convenience.
when m¼0 and l (n1)s0,
u4 23 ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ
(













ðn 1Þ fkþ coshðl xÞ  sinhðl xÞg























Other families are ignored for convenience.when (n1)s0 and l¼m¼0,
u4 25 ðxÞ ¼ a1eiðpxþqyþrtÞ
(













ðn 1Þ xþ c1
)

















ðn 1Þ xþ c1
)2 (62)
Finally, by use of (23) and the solutions G(x) of Eq. (6), the travelling wave solutions of the Maccari system are obtained in the
following form:














2ðn 1Þ þ ðG
0=GÞ
)

















2ðn 1Þ þ ðG
0=GÞ
)2
where, x ¼ xþ yþ a212þ4y2n22ðn2þ12nÞ t, r¼8mþp22l2þ8mn and a1,m,n, l,p and q are arbitrary constants.
when U¼l24m nþ4m>0 and l (n1)s0 (or m (n1)s0),
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Other families are ignored for convenience.
when U¼l24m nþ4m<0 and l (n1)s0 (or m (n1)s0),































































































Other families are ignored for convenience.
when m¼0 and l (n1)s0,

















ðn 1Þ fkþ coshðl xÞ  sinhðl xÞg

























Other families are ignored for convenience.
when (n1)s0 and l¼m¼0,

















ðn 1Þ xþ c1
)



















ðn 1Þ xþ c1
)2 (66)
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Solitons are everywhere in the nature. Solutions u11 ; v11 ,
u12 ; v12 ;u14 ; v14 ;u16 ; v16 ;u17 ; v17 ;u8; v18 ;u19 ; v19 ;u111 ; v111 , v3 1 ,
u4 12 , v4 12 , u5 12 , v5 12 , u5 23 and v5 23 of the Maccari system (8) are
described the soliton. Solitons are special kinds of solitary






(x)/0 as x/±∞. Solitons have a remark-
able property– it keeps its identity upon interacting with other
solitons. Soliton solutions also give rise to particle-like struc-
tures, such as magnetic monopoles etc. Fig. 1 presented the
soliton obtained fromsolutions u11 ; v11 ,u12 and v12 withp¼c/2,
q¼1, l¼1, m¼1, d¼1.5, n¼3, a1¼2 and 10x, t10,y¼0
respectively.
Fig. 2 e 3D plot of the single soliton traveling wave solutions of u2 1 and v2 1 with ¡10≤x, t≤10,y¼0 respectively.
Fig. 1 e 3D plot of the soliton traveling wave solutions of u11 ; v11 , u12 and v12 with ¡10≤x, t≤10, y¼0 respectively.
Fig. 3 e 3D plot of the multiple soliton traveling wave solutions ofu4 1 andv4 1 with ¡10≤x, t≤10, y¼0 respectively.
Fig. 4 e 3D plot of cuspon solution of u125 and v125 with ¡10≤x, t≤10,y¼0 respectively.
e g y p t i a n j o u rn a l o f b a s i c a n d a p p l i e d s c i e n c e s 2 ( 2 0 1 5 ) 2 0 6e2 2 0 217Solutions of u21 ;v21 , u212 and v212 represents the single sol-
iton solution. In Fig. 2, we have presented the single soliton
solutions of u2 1 and v2 1 forp¼c/2, q¼1, l¼1, m¼1, n¼3,
a1¼2 with 10x, t10, y¼0 respectively.
Solutionsu3 1 , u4 1 , v4 1 u4 25 , v4 25 , u5 1 , v5 1 ,u5 25 and v5 25 de-
scribes the multiple soliton solutions. In Fig. 3, we haveFig. 5 e a) 3D plot of Bell-shape sec h2 solitary traveling wave s
singular Kink traveling wave solution of u1 5 and v1 5 with ¡10≤presented the multiple soliton solutions of u4 1 , v4 1 forp¼c/2,
q¼1, l¼1, m¼1, n¼3, a1¼1 with 10x, t10, y¼0 respectively.
Solutions of u125 ; v125 , u3 25 ; v3 25 ,u4 23 and v4 23 are Cuspon of
the Maccari system (8). Cuspons are other forms of solitons
where solution exhibits cusps at their crests. Unlike peakons
where the derivatives at the peak differ only by a sign, theolution of u123 and v123 with ¡10≤x, t≤10. b) 3D plot of the
x, t≤10,y¼0 respectively.
Fig. 6 e 3D plot of the periodic traveling wave solution of u3 12 and v312 with ¡10≤x, t≤10,y¼0.
e g y p t i a n j o u rn a l o f b a s i c a n d a p p l i e d s c i e n c e s 2 ( 2 0 1 5 ) 2 0 6e2 2 0218derivatives at the jump of a cuspon diverge. The statement is
that cuspon can be represented as uðx; tÞ ¼ ejxaj1=2 ; n>1. It
can easily be shown that ux/∞ at the cusp, and ux, uxx//0 to
distinguish the soliton property. In Fig. 4, we presented the
shape of the cuspon, obtain from solutions u125 and v125 of the
Maccari system (8) forl¼0, m¼0, n¼3, d¼1, a1¼2 , c1¼0.5 with
10x, t10,y¼0 respectively.
Solutions u123 ; v123 , u124 ; v124 , u323 and v323 are bell-shape
sec h2 solitary traveling wave solution. The Fig. 5 shows the
shape of bell-shaped sec h2 solitary traveling wave solution
(only shows the shape of solution of u123 and v123 only for
p¼c/2, p¼1, k¼5, l¼1, m¼0, n¼3, d¼1, a1¼2 with
10x, t10, y¼0.
Singular kink solution is another kind of travelling wave
solution which comes from infinity as in trigonometry. The
solution of u1 5 ; v1 5 u2 23 and v2 23 comes infinity as in trigo-
nometry, are singular kink solution. The Fig. 5 shows the
shape of the exact singular kink-type solution (only shows the
shape of solution of u1 5 ; v1 5 forp¼c/2, q¼1, l¼1, m¼1, n¼3,
d¼1.5, a1¼2 with 10x, t10,y¼0 ).
Solutions of u3 12 and v312 represent the exact periodic
travelingwave solutions. Periodic solutions are travelingwave
solutions that are periodic such as cos(xt). In Fig. 6, we haveFig. 7 e 3D plot of the soliton periodic traveling wavrepresented the periodic solution of u3 12 and v312 for p¼c/2,
q¼1, l¼1, m¼1, n¼2, d¼1, a1¼1 with 10x, t10.
Solutions of u112 ;v112 to u122 ;v122 are represented the exact
soliton periodic traveling wave solutions of the Maccari sys-
tem (8). In Fig. 7, we have presented soliton periodic traveling
wave solution of u113 ; v113 for p¼c/2, q¼1, l¼1, m¼1, n¼3, d¼1,
a1¼2 with 10x, t10,y¼0 respectively.
Solutions of u13 ; v13 u110 and v110 are represented the exact
singular kink periodic traveling wave solutions of the Maccari
system (8). In Fig. 8, we have presented singular kink periodic
traveling wave solution of u13 and v13 for p¼c/2, q¼1, l¼1,
m¼1, n¼3, d¼1.5, a1¼2 with 10x, t10,y¼0 respectively.5. Conclusion
In this article, we have investigated a system of complex
coupled equation. The novel (G0/G)-expansion method has
been successfully applied to find more general travelling
wave solutions of the coupled complex system. From the
above solutions, we observe that if we take the particular
values for the physical parameters, then these solutions are
identical with the some particular solutions obtained bye solution of u113 and v113 with ¡10≤x, t≤10,y¼0.
Fig. 8 e 3D plot of the singular kink periodic traveling wave solution of u13 ; v13 with ¡10≤x, t≤10,y¼0.
e g y p t i a n j o u rn a l o f b a s i c a n d a p p l i e d s c i e n c e s 2 ( 2 0 1 5 ) 2 0 6e2 2 0 219othermethods and give usmore new exact solutions than the
other existing methods. A variety of distinct physical struc-
tures such as soliton solution, singular soliton solution, cus-
pon, kink type solution, singular kink solution, periodic
solution, bell type solitary wave solution and solitary wave
solutions are formally derived. The various types of exact
travelling wave solutions provide the mathematical founda-
tion in physics and engineering. Therefore, it is examined
that the novel (G0/G)-expansion method would be a vital
mathematical tool for solving not only a single NLEEs but also
the coupled NLEEs.r e f e r e n c e s
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